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similar to many of the other pokémon games, you have a choice of three
different pokemon that you can choose to use at the beginning of the game.

these pokemon can be changed at any time, but only if youve collected
enough items. each pokemon has different abilities, such as being able to use
a fire attack or a water attack. in addition, you can switch between all three at
once. pokemon battle revolution is similar to pokemon stadium in that it has a

few special stages. in these stages, you can participate in a special battle
mode. the battling mode is only available if youve collected enough items. in

this mode, you can choose to battle against an opponent with a neutral
pokemon or an opposite pokemon. in addition, you can earn extra items by
defeating certain pokemon. you also have the option of choosing to battle

using pokemon from the same pokedex, or using pokemon from other
pokemon games. after collecting enough items, you can enter the battle

mode. this mode is the main feature of the game. you can choose to battle
against an opponent with a neutral pokemon or a opposite pokemon. you can

also choose to battle against other players using different pokedexes. the
battle mode can be played in two different modes. in the arcade mode, the

game can be played on its own. in the other mode, the game allows for up to
three players to participate in the battles. each player will have a different

amount of actions and turns that they can make. the players can attack each
other, and the only type of attack that you can use is fire. if youre knocked

out, you can return to a poketopia area to use your items. if you want to stop
playing, you can save the game.
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